Sculpting in Copper (Basics of Sculpture)

Metalworking in copper is an ancient and
rewarding art. Used by human beings for
more than 4,000 years, this long-lasting,
widely available and very forgiving
material lends itself to the creation of
beautiful figurative sculptures, as well as
abstract forms. In this book, lifelong
sculptor Sue White-Oakes and writer Jim
Pratt explain the craft of working in copper
with the novice metalworker in mind. First
covering basic tools and techniques, from
cutting and truing to annealing and
soldering, they go on to demonstrate five
exciting sculpture projects, each increasing
in complexity, with the aim of building
readers confidence as their skills
progress.Providing
clear,
practical
instruction for the beginner, accompanied
by helpful how-to images, this book is the
essential resource for anyone wishing to
explore the potential of sculpting in copper.

This is a relied on area to have Sculpting In Copper Basics Of. Sculpture by Niklas Gloeckner You make it possible for
to download and install conveniently as Buy Sculpting in Copper (Basics of Sculpture) by Jim Pratt From WHSmith
today, saving 30%! FREE delivery to store or FREE UK delivery onSculpting in Copper (Basics of Sculpture)
Paperback April 11, 2013. Metalworking in copper is an ancient and rewarding art. In this book, lifelong sculptor Sue
White-Oakes and writer Jim Pratt explain the craft of working in copper with the novice metalworker in mind.Shop
copper sculptures and other copper decorative objects from the worlds best dealers at 1stdibs. Global shipping
available.Amazon??????Sculpting in Copper (Basics of Sculpture)??????????Amazon?????????????Jim Pratt, Sue
White-Oakes??????This four-day course at London Sculpture Workshop is the perfect beginners introduction to
sculpting with sheet copper.Copper Wire Sculptures for Fun and Profit: Turn wire into plant stakes and ornaments with a
pair of pliars. It is a good for the basics. What you do with it is up toLearn the basics as we explore each metal with
related pictures. The oldest metal sculpture pieces are made out of copper alloys and bronze. Related to the sculpting
process is metal casting, where metals can be poured into a mold.Explore a number of sculpture techniques, such as
bronze casting stone, wood, ivory and precious stone carving and modelling in clay and wax, that have been employed
by artists across the Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, and often also contains lead or zinc. There are two basic
methods of casting a bronze. Metalworking in copper is an ancient and rewarding art. Used by human beings for more
than 4000 years, this long-lasting, widely availableSculpture: Sculpture, an artistic form in which hard or plastic
materials are Some sculptures consist of only one volume, others are configurations of a number of volumes. . Copper
finial showing a stag and two steers, from Alaca Huyuk, c.Sculpting in Wire (Basics of Sculpture) [Cathy Miles] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Very much aimed at beginners, there are 6 projects - 4 min - Uploaded by
coppervideoArtist Melissa Strawser discusses and demonstrates her work with copper, bronze and mixed
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